The Impacts of Calamity Logging on the Development of Spruce Wood Prices in Czech Forestry
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Abstract: Currently, the decline in spruce wood prices is a serious problem for the forestry sector in the Czech Republic. We estimate that the fall in wood prices in European markets causes losses not only to the forestry companies producing, harvesting, and processing the wood, but also to the workers in the sector. These losses are mainly caused by a combination of several natural factors: drought, climate change, and the effects of bark beetles. In particular, spruce bark beetles cause the greatest damage. Due to this bark beetle calamity, unplanned logging has increased. In 2019, these damages have culminated. Almost 100 million m³ of wood has been harvested over the last decade due to the bark beetle and more than half of this volume has been mined in the last four years. Therefore, the losses in the forestry sector are around EUR 1.12 billion. The aim of this study is an analysis of the relationship between the volume of incidental logging and the decline in the price of spruce wood. These results show the strong correlation between the measure of unplanned wood harvesting and the decrease in wood prices, as well as an estimate of price development if the upward trend of incidental mining continues. The average price of wood in the Czech Republic could thus reach a historical minimum of EUR 79.39 per m³ of spruce and category SM/JE II (spruce/fir). In addition, the decline in wood prices will be reflected in the management of forestry and timber businesses, including stagnant wages for forestry workers. The socio-economic impact of the bark beetle calamity is high and is most affected by the decline in spruce timber prices.
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1. Introduction

At present, Czech forestry is in crisis caused by climate change, drought, and the effects of biotic factors. The forests in the Czech Republic cover an area of 2,671,659 ha which is 34% of the total land of the country. Czech forests are mainly owned by the Czech state, which owns 56% of all Czech forests. Municipalities own just 18% and to private owners remain 26% [1]. The economic impact of declining yields from forestry and logging, decreasing sales of infected wood, and stagnant forestry workers’ wages are also contributing to this crisis. The first manifestation of this crisis began some ten years ago, sometime around 2009–2010. One of the most obvious effects is that the fall in the price of spruce wood, which is attacked by spruce bark beetle (*Ips typographus, Pitogenes chalcographus, Ips duplicatus*), must be harvested and dispatched from the forest in the shortest time possible. The spruce bark beetle,
the most aggressive species of bark beetle, can spread very quickly; from one infected tree, another ten may be attacked.

The Czech Republic does not have sufficient capacity to process calamity wood and has to export its surpluses for unscheduled logging abroad. Germany and Austria have traditionally been the main trading partners for the Czech Republic. Most of the raw wood was exported to Austria for almost EUR 120 million. Wood was exported to Germany for EUR 80 million [2]. An alternative is to export the wood surplus to China. Exports to China can amount to EUR 120 million each year. China is increasing its demand for wood and imports more than 50 million m$^3$ of wood material (i.e., wood and pulp) per year [3].

More than 42% of the harvested timber is purchased by German and Austrian partners on the basis of long-term contracts with Czech producers. In recent years this situation has changed somewhat since Chinese traders offer prices 10% to 15% higher than Austrian partners for Czech wood. For many timber producers, this is an increasingly appealing reason to export timber to China. However, they are limited not only by the number of containers available, but also by the limited logistics possibilities due to the size of the containers. More than 95% of China’s exports are completed through shipping, with timber transported to trucks in the Adriatic and North Sea by truck or train. Transport by rail to China along the Silk Road would reduce logistic costs by about half and speed up imports to the destination country (within three weeks). China is the second largest importer of goods being sent to the Czech Republic; China will import goods worth over EUR 26 billion to the Czech Republic. On the contrary, only EUR 2.2 million worth of goods are exported from the Czech Republic to China [4].

In the European markets (Germany, Austria and Scandinavian countries), however, there is a surplus of wood and therefore a sharp fall in prices. The fall in prices will continue, so the aim of this study is to determine the relationship between the production of calamity logging and its impact on the average selling price of spruce wood. Economic theory suggests that an increase in the volume of some goods will be reflected in a short-term price decrease [2,4]. Therefore, our aim is to accurately determine and quantify how much the price of spruce wood will be reduced due to the additional production volume from unplanned calamity logging. This question can be answered with the help of a regression analysis, which will show us the possibility of estimating the price of spruce timber in the case of an additional increase in calamity logging by one unit; in our case, by one additionally harvested million m$^3$ calamity wood.

Most of the total volume of logging in the Czech Republic is damaged by bark beetle. It has a much lower market price than timber from planned logging. However, there is no prior experience in selling such large quantities of bark beetle in the Czech Republic. In 2008, the devastating effect of the hurricane Kyrill caused damage mainly to the Klatovy district of the Czech Republic, where it destroyed almost three million m$^3$ of wood. This means that one-third of the total damage in Europe fell to the Klatovy district. The hurricane lasted more than eight hours and the consequences were disastrous to the Bohemian Forest and the Sumava mountains. Over the next six months, the calamity wood was processed and gradually sold. However, the price fell by up to 25%. Today, the calamity is much more extensive. Wood corrupted by biotic factors is much cheaper on the market [1,2,4].

2. Materials and Methods

A regression model was used in our methodical procedure [5,6]. It is a common statistical task in which the mutual dependence of two (or more) variables and its mathematical expression is determined. For this purpose, we use various regression methods and look for a suitable function $y=f(x)$, approximating the dependence between the measured quantities. One of the most common methods is the least squares method. Let us have n measured pairs $[x_i; y_i]$ by which we interleave the curve determined by the equation:

$$y = f(x)$$

We look for a function $f(x)$ that has the minimum sum of squares of $y$ coordinates of the measured points and the points lying on the interlaced curve:
The confidence interval for the determination of regression coefficients, and hence their accuracy, depends on these variations and the selected probability P. The student’s coefficient t_{P,(n-1)} has the parameters n−1 and P = 95%. Random extraction is indicated in our calculation as an independent variable (X). We will refer to the average price of spruce wood in category SM/JE II (spruce/fir) as a dependent variable (Y). M_x is the mean. S_y is the total sum of squares. The sum of squares (SS_x) used to measure the amount of variability of a single variable is defined as:

\[ SS_x = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X - M_x)^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

SP_{xy} is the sum of products that is used to measure the variability shared between two variables. It is defined as:

\[ SP_{xy} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X - M_x)(Y - M_y) \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

SP_{xy} is an abbreviated designation for the sum of products corresponding to the variance scores for two variables. To calculate SP_{xy}, we first determine the deviation score for each X and for each Y, then
calculate the SP_{xy} of each pair of deviation scores, and then add them up. A regression line is then created which expresses the linear dependence between the defined variables. Creating a regression line is based on general mathematical notation. A prerequisite for the existence of an extreme function of two or more variables is the zeroness of the first partial derivatives, in our case:

\[
\frac{\partial S_2}{\partial \beta_1} = \frac{\partial S_2}{\partial \beta_2} = 0
\]  

(12)

The condition is sufficient for the minimum need not be investigated, since the function \(S(\beta_1, \beta_2)\) is purely convex. So we get:

\[
\frac{\partial S_2}{\partial \beta_1} = 2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \beta_1 - \beta_2 x_i)(-1) = 0
\]

(13)

\[
\frac{\partial S_2}{\partial \beta_2} = 2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \beta_1 - \beta_2 x_i)(-x_i) = 0
\]

(14)

We then obtain a system of normal equations:

\[
\beta_1 n + \beta_2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i = \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i
\]

(15)

\[
\beta_1 \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i + \beta_2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i y_i
\]

(16)

We then use the system of equations as a tool for creating a regression model that can be used for the quantified estimate of the dependent variable, i.e., the price of raw spruce wood in category SM/JE II (spruce/fir). In our research, it is necessary to investigate dependencies where there may not be a definite relationship between the observed traits (random variables). In this case, we are talking about statistical (stochastic) dependence [5,6]. We demonstrate this type of statistical dependence for both variables (variable \(X\) is the volume of salvage logging and variable \(Y\) is the price of spruce wood in class SM/JE II). Consequently, the null hypothesis can be formulated:

\[
H_0: \rho_{X,Y} = 0
\]

(17)

That is, there is no linear relationship between \(X\) and \(Y\). In the case of an alternative hypothesis, it makes sense to consider three options:

\[
H_{A1}: \rho_{X,Y} \neq 0
\]

(18)

We select the two-way alternative if the calculated correlation coefficient is close to 0.

\[
H_{A2}: \rho_{X,Y} > 0,
\]

(19)

We select the right-sided alternative if the calculated correlation coefficient is greater than 0, so the sample indicates a positive linear dependence.

\[
H_{A3}: \rho_{X,Y} < 0
\]

(20)

We select the left-sided alternative if the calculated correlation coefficient is less than 0, so the sample indicates a negative linear dependence [5,6]. For verification, it is necessary to calculate \(r\):

\[
r = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{Y_i - M_X}{\sqrt{(SS_X)(SS_Y)}} \right)
\]

(21)
The Parsons correlation coefficient determines whether it is a linear regression dependency, a right-hand alternative, or a left-hand alternative. Only then can the hypothesis be evaluated (reject zero and accept one of the alternative hypotheses). However, the prices of spruce wood vary both in terms of quality classes and in relation to the species assortment. Therefore, we took the price of spruce wood in class SM/JE II (i.e., without damage by wood-destroying insects and fungi) as the initial average price because it is the best-selling assortment of timber both on the domestic and foreign markets. Today, there are two types of this class II product on the market: one without the previous occurrence of bark beetle damage and one with the previous occurrence of bark beetle, but without damage. These are debarked strains, in which, besides the color change, there are no other visible signs of bark beetle. These strains have the same physical and visual characteristics as spruce wood that is wholly healthy. If we take the total average price as a starting point, including class I to class V (which is firewood), then we get to an average price somewhere between 25 to 25.79 EUR/m$^3$.

Given that the data used are valid and verified, the standard methodology yields clear results. The data that was used (primarily source data) comes mainly from the Czech Statistical Agency. The data was also verified empirically. Random extraction is an indicator that the Czech Statistical Agency monitors at yearly intervals and publishes the results for the quarter. Accurate data for a decade was available and price indicators are also official from the Czech Statistical Agency. We based our findings on the prices collected, not the prices demanded by the timber producers (offer price). We obtained a time series of prices by taking the average of the prices actually received by timber producers.

3. Results

However, prices may also vary regionally. For example, in regions with the highest incidence of bark beetle and here with the highest volume of incidental logging, spruce wood prices may fall below EUR 39.67 per m$^3$. Before bark beetle calamity, prices for the same wood could be three times higher in the same region [4].

The graphs in Figure 1 show the development of incidental mining between 2009 and 2019. On the y-axis, we can see the volume of mining in thousands of m$^3$. In 2019, the accidental extraction facility in the Czech Republic reaches more than 30 million m$^3$. In the last four years, the volume of incidental mining in the Czech Republic has been growing at an almost exponential rate. On the right side (Figure 1), we see the development of the price of spruce wood. This is the average price of spruce wood in class SM/JE II. Over the past decade, prices have been decreasing at a homogeneous linear rate. The development of both indicators is favorable for the use of regression analysis. Therefore, linear regression was evaluated as optimal for estimation. The average price of spruce wood is a dependent variable and the volume of incidental logging is an independent variable.

Table 1 lists the auxiliary calculations for the regression analysis. The first column shows the deviations from the average of the independent variable X, the second column shows the deviations from the average of the dependent variable, respectively, from the average price of raw spruce (Y). The third column shows the calculations for the sum of variance ($SS_{xy}$). The last column shows $SP_{xy}$ data, which is an abbreviation for the sum of products corresponding to the variance scores for the two variables X and Y. These data are then used to calculate the linear regression model shown in Table 2.

### Table 1. Statistics for linear regression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$X - M_x$</th>
<th>$Y - M_y$</th>
<th>$(X - M_x)^2$</th>
<th>$(X - M_x). (Y - M_y)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−6250.9</td>
<td>521.5</td>
<td>39,073,750.81</td>
<td>−3,259,844.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−5889.9</td>
<td>502.5</td>
<td>34,690,922.01</td>
<td>−2,959,674.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−6472.9</td>
<td>481.5</td>
<td>41,898,434.41</td>
<td>−3,116,701.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−5461.9</td>
<td>321.5</td>
<td>29,832,351.61</td>
<td>−1,756,000.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−5182.9</td>
<td>309.5</td>
<td>26,862,452.41</td>
<td>−1,604,107.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X − M_X</th>
<th>Y − M_Y</th>
<th>(X − M_X)^2</th>
<th>(X − M_X)(Y − M_Y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−1556.9</td>
<td>−231.5</td>
<td>2,423,937.61</td>
<td>360,422.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−310.9</td>
<td>−297.5</td>
<td>96,658.81</td>
<td>92,492.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2033.1</td>
<td>−300.5</td>
<td>4,133,495.61</td>
<td>−610,946.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15,790.1</td>
<td>−858.5</td>
<td>249,327,258.01</td>
<td>−13,555,800.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SS: 605,311,730.9 SP: −32,376,601.5

Source: own calculations. SS: The sum of squares; SP: the sum of products.

Figure 1. The calamity logging and price of spruce wood; Source: ČSU (Czech Statistical Agency), 2019.

Table 2. Summary results of linear regression calculation.

| Sum of X | 97,099 |
| Sum of Y | 32,985 |
| Mean X   | 9709.9 |
| Mean Y   | 3298.5 |
| Sum of squares (SS_X) | 605,311,730.9 |
| Sum of products (SP)  | −32,376,601.5 |

Regression equation

\[ \hat{y} = bX + a \]

Calculation of parameter a

\[ a = M_Y - b \cdot M_X = 3298.5 - (-0.05 \cdot 9709.9) = 3817.85812 \]

Regression equation

\[ \hat{y} = -0.05349X + 3817.85812 \]

Correlation coefficient—equation

\[ r = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{Y - M_Y}{\sqrt{SS_Y}} \right) \left( \frac{X - M_X}{\sqrt{SS_X}} \right)}{n} \]

Correlation coefficient—calculation result

\[ r = \frac{-32,376,601.5}{\sqrt{605,311,730.9} \cdot \sqrt{2126,036.5}} = -0.9025 \]

The value of the correlation coefficient (R) is \(-0.9025\)

Source: own calculations.
Table 2 shows the main results of the regression equation as a tool for estimating the price of raw spruce wood in 2020. Using the regression equation \( \hat{y} = -0.05349X + 3817.85812 \), we can predict the development of raw spruce wood prices and the future projected volume of bark beetle extraction (or, more precisely, incidental extraction). In Table 3, the result of this calculation and the estimation of the price of raw spruce wood are shown. If we expect a yearly unplanned logging of spruce wood of 35 million m\(^3\), the price of spruce wood can be expected to fall to EUR 73/m\(^3\). The calculations show that the null hypothesis (\( H_0: \rho_{X,Y} = 0 \)), can be rejected since there is no linear relationship between X and Y. Thus, an alternative \( H_{A3} \) hypothesis can be accepted: (\( H_{A3}: \rho_{X,Y} < 0 \)), the so-called left-hand alternative. The calculated correlation coefficient −0.9025 is less than 0, which means that the sample indicates a negative linear relationship.

### Table 3. The volume of salvage logging and the price of spruce wood (in EUR) between the years 2010 and 2020.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incidental Mining 2010–2020</th>
<th>Thousand m(^3) ((X_i))</th>
<th>Price of Spruce Wood in EUR ((Y_i))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3459</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>3820</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3237</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>4248</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>4527</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>8153</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>9399</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>11,743</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>23,013</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>25,500</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>35,000</td>
<td>The Estimate suggested by calculation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own calculations, ČSU (Czech Statistical Agency) 2019, Forestry.

Using a linear regression model, it is possible to estimate price developments over a short period (Table 3). The development of the volume of unplanned logging was designed to correspond to the maximum estimated growth in the volume of logging. Next year, logging should reach 35 million m\(^3\) of wood. The graph in Figure 1 shows a fall in the price of raw wood below the limit of EUR 79 per m\(^3\). Taking into account the development over the entire decade, at the beginning of the decade (in 2010), the price of raw spruce wood reached almost EUR 159/m\(^3\). If we consider the price of 159 EUR/m\(^3\) at the beginning of the decade, then we expect half the price next year.

The estimated price of spruce wood in 2020 will be at the current volume of incidental logging below the limit of 80 EUR for one m\(^3\). This is historically the lowest price that spruce wood producers will receive in the Czech Republic (Figure 2).

Almost 100 million m\(^3\) of wood has been harvested over the last decade due to damage by the bark beetle. More than half of this volume has been mined in the last four years. Therefore, the financial losses in the forestry sector are around EUR 1.12 billion. Losses in the sector may continue to increase since the forest will need to be restored in the next three years. At present, the traditional method of manual planting, with little technological assistance, prevails. Forest restoration is thus based on human work which is currently scarce; the forestry sector in the Czech Republic currently lacks more than 4000 workers. The labor shortages are temporarily compensated for by foreign workers. However, in the long term, it will be necessary to provide qualified and sufficiently motivated workers for forest regeneration.

Figure 3 shows a strong dependence of the selected variables using the linear regression model. The results correspond to the assumption that the volume of unplanned logging caused by biological...
factors effects both the volume of harvested wood and the resulting price. At the beginning of the
decade, wood production and prices did not change much, as shown by the left side of the curve.
Gradually, with the increased volume of logging, the prices of spruce damaged by bark beetle started
to fall to values around 99 EUR/m3. The linear regression model has a relatively high validity; the
determination index ($R^2$) shows that 81.5% of the variables correspond to the selected model. Based on
the regression model [5,6], the development of the price of raw spruce wood can be predicted only in
the short term.

![The average price of spruce wood and its estimation for the year 2020](image1)

**Figure 2.** The average price of spruce and fir sortiment in the quality SM/JE II and the estimated price
for the year 2020. Source: own calculations.

![The dependence of spruce wood prices on the volume of salvage felling](image2)

**Figure 3.** The dependence of the price of spruce wood on the volume of random logging—linear
regression model. Source: own calculations; linear regression model: $y = -0.0469x + 3779.2; R^2 = 0.8145$.

Over a longer period of time, prices will depend on where the export of calamitic timber goes.
If the amount of exports to China increases, it can be expected that the rate of decline in prices will
slow since Chinese partners offer up to 15% better prices for spruce wood than traditional partners,
especially Austrian partners. Moreover, China does not have such stringent requirements for wood
quality. In most cases the requirements are limited to meeting common standards without the need
for European certification. The trunks must be cut to a size of 11.8 m in order to be transported into
shipping containers and the wood is imported to China by ship. The projected volume of exports to China for 2020 is EUR 80 million [3]. The value of wood which was exported last year to Germany reached 80 millions EUR while to Austria the export value was 120 millions EUR. This year, exports to China could amount to up to EUR 120 million [3]. China is increasing their demand for wood and imports more than 50 million cubic meters of wood material annually. Czech spruce producers, who are forced to mine double the volume of spruce because of the bark beetle epidemic, may be reduced by Chinese customers by millions of EUR. German and Austrian producers may also resort to the efficient export of spruce wood.

An alternative model that can be used is an exponential, nonlinear regression model. The nonlinear regression model is used to predict and estimate wood prices. The nonlinear regression model has a determination index (R²) of 0.93 (Figure 4). This means that 93.5% of the estimated variables correspond to the chosen model. The model can be considered valid and based on the regression equation \( y = 18058x^{-0.192} \). We can also estimate the evolution of spruce prices.

![Figure 4. The dependence of spruce wood prices on the volume of salvage logging](image)

For the interpretation of our data, it is useful to observe the regression coefficient \( R^2 \) in relation to the correlation coefficient \( r \). Since this prediction will always be inaccurate, \( R^2 \) helps us estimate how much error there will be in our estimates. Significance data indicates whether or not our estimate is due to a sampling error. A significance of less than 0.05 (which is not the case now) indicates that our result is not due to sampling error and we can therefore expect it in the population. The values of the dependent variable and the price of raw spruce wood in class SM/JE II will arise as the product of the regression coefficient value and the expected value. The constant shows how high the value of the dependent variable is when the value of the independent variable is zero. The regression coefficient value shows how much the value of the dependent variable \( Y \) changes when the value of the independent variable is increased by the unit in which it is measured. We can then use the regression equation to estimate the price of spruce wood as a function of the volume of unplanned logging (according to the relation: \( \hat{y} = -0.0506x + 3806.5 \)). If unplanned logging exceeds 35 million m³, ceteris paribus (the price of spruce wood for 1 m³) will fall below EUR 79 (Figure 5). When unplanned logging is increased by 1 million m³, the price of 1 m³ of spruce wood (in category SM/JE II) is reduced by 4.2 million EUR. Therefore, the price of spruce wood (in category SM/JE II) decreases annually by approximately 10% (the growth index between 2018/2019 was 90.1%).
In our case, the regression coefficient is $-0.05349$, which makes it possible to formulate an expected value. The regression equation further allows us to predict the value of the dependent variable from the values of the independent variable. With every million cubic meters of spruce wood harvested, the loss in the forestry sector increases by more than EUR 4.2 million. The result of this calculation aligns with economic theory, which posits that as the volume of production of a good increases, its price decreases. We were interested in the extent to which this theory corresponds to our results, as well as how much the prices are reduced when the production of the good increases.

4. Discussion

The results show that the volume of unplanned logging in the Czech Republic is very strongly reflected in the decline of raw timber prices. This conclusion is consistent with the economic theory and experience of other countries [7]. Most of the decline in revenue concerns state-owned enterprises [3]. However, the fall in wood prices has most affected forestry workers [8]. Employees receive the lowest average nominal wages of all industries in the Czech Republic. In 2019, employees in forestry received less than EUR 990 in comparison to the average gross nominal wage in the Czech Republic of EUR 1.35 thousand (in the third quarter of 2019) [9]. Other negative impacts of excessive logging in the Czech Republic are reduced carbon binding (CO$_2$) [10] and reduced water retention in soil [11].

The prediction of timber harvesting volume is important [12], as is the prediction of the impact of unplanned logging on the price of raw spruce [9]. The problem affects not only most European countries, but also the United States [9] and Canada, both major wood-producing countries. The bark beetle calamity, caused mainly by the spruce bark beetle, must therefore be understood as a global problem [13] caused to a certain extent by climate change, global warming, and the slow or erroneous action of forest management [9]. Although some authors argue that global climate change may result in increased bio-mass growth and wood growth [14], global changes in the Czech Republic, Germany, and Austria have resulted in rather negative effects on forest growth: drought, the increasing fragility of trees due to atmospheric flow, [15] and the increased activity of biotic factors. Thus, yields from wood production have also decreased dramatically. In forestry and economic literature, however, the prevailing view is that the greatest losses are not associated with excessive unplanned logging but rather with forest regeneration. The fall in the price of wood does not create additional financial resources for future forest regeneration, thus potentially endangering the entire forestry sector in the
Czech Republic. Financial resources for forest restoration is the responsibility of national environmental policy agencies in the global fight against climate change, but is not a goal of forest owners and timber producers [16]. An equally important tool for the effective restoration of a species-rich and sustainable forest [17] will be the implementation of new forestry technologies and practices [18] which should accelerate and improve forest planting and regeneration in the Czech Republic. The application of new technologies and environmental innovations should serve [16] both to protect natural resources and effectively combat climate change [19], while also improving the socio-economic conditions of the forestry sector. The introduction of new technologies should allow for the rapid recovery of a forest [20] that can bind carbon from the atmosphere [19,20], produce wood that can serve as a biofuel [21], and retain more water in the landscape, thereby cooling the atmosphere. The secondary impact of rapid forest recovery is the long-term stabilization of annual logging [22–24] and hence also the stabilization of wood prices [25–28], including the sustainability of the whole forestry sector [29–34].

The decline in the price of spruce that is damaged by bark beetle corresponds to the rate of decline in prices in other European spruce-producing countries, mainly Austria, Germany, and Slovakia. These countries are the main producers of raw timber, as well as large importers of harvested timber from the Czech Republic. The price of spruce wood thus depends not only on the volume of mining, but also on the technological capacities of the processing countries [35–37]. The technological capacities of Austria and Germany are close to 100%; therefore, further development depends on the ability and willingness of these countries to harvest raw timber in the Czech Republic.

5. Conclusions

Financial losses in the forestry sector due to the volume of unplanned logging amounted to more than EUR 1.12 million in the year 2019 in the Czech Republic alone. On a European scale, the bark beetle calamity can evoke the loss of hundreds of millions of EUR, respectively tens of billions of EUR, as the bark beetle calamity also affects other European countries, including Germany, Austria, and Slovakia. Most of these losses affect spruce producers and timber traders. These losses can be mitigated by the diversification of the international timber trade and the increasing trend of timber exports to China.

However, the long-term development of the price of spruce will depend on factors other than the volume of harvesting. A very important aspect is the development of a domestic demand for wood and wood products. Wood products are increasingly attractive materials for construction and household equipment; consumers prefer natural materials and wood for its physical and aesthetic qualities. Therefore, domestic demand may stabilize wood prices in the future. Another aspect will be a future decline in planned logging. Timber harvested in this time due to biotic factors will not be harvested to the same extent in the next five to six years. It can be assumed that the planned logging will be around one to two million m$^3$ of wood per year. Reduced logging and timber production will create a gradual increase in the prices of raw timber and wood products.

The Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech Republic compensates forest owners for the short-term reduction in losses from the sale of surplus wood. The Ministry of Agriculture will compensate for the difference between the timber price received and the long-term average. Other tools are not yet available. In some states of the European Union, in order to promote trade and price formation in timber, the state began to deal with such a problem by buying wood for energy use or for state reserves (Austria and Germany). In the Czech Republic, this is not yet legally or practically possible. The purchase of timber by the state does not have sufficient legal support in the Czech Republic since there are no logistical prerequisites. The Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech Republic approaches the situation differently. On 29 November 2019, the Ministry of Agriculture began a program to provide additional financial support to non-state forest owners. The idea is to bring prices of coniferous timber to the level necessary to provide resources for forest regeneration and care. The expected budgetary impact, approved by the government, is EUR 100 million for 2019 and another EUR 80 million for 2020. However, the Ministry of the Environment of the Czech Republic should also include systematic support for forestry in its State Environmental Policy in 2020 to 2030. The sustainability of forestry is
in the public interest. A healthy forest is able to maintain water in the landscape, improve air quality, bind CO$_2$, protect the soil from harmful agents and erosion, improve landscaping and recreational functions, and significantly improve the quality of life. Forest management and forest regeneration is an important prerequisite for sustainability in the process of combating climate change. Those factors significantly influence timber prices of all sortiments of wood.
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